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PERSPECTIVE & OUTLOOK
For much of 2022, the only constant for investors has been volatility, not just in stock prices but in the prices of 
almost everything affecting daily living. While the primary sources of investors’ overall unsettled nature: inflation, 
interest rates, supply-chains, and geopolitical tensions, are well-known, what isn’t known is exactly how and when 
these ailments will subside.  Given the plethora of financial data, expert opinions, and historical precedents 
available to consume, it’s wise to assess each of the major drivers of market volatility to determine a reasonable 
and logical outlook for the months ahead.

Inflation

Inflation appeared to have peaked or at least leveled off in April (down from 8.5% to 8.3%), with lumber markets 
and housing data suggesting that rising mortgage rates were decelerating the rapid rise in home prices and 
rents. But May’s figure of 8.6% renewed investor concerns that inflation could trend even higher.  While the 
overall figure is unsatisfactory, there are silver linings in the underlying data. Energy and food prices continue to 
top the chart (up 35% and 10% respectively since last May), but the Core CPI, which excludes food and energy, 
trended downward for a second consecutive month and now stands at 6%.  If energy and food prices can 
stabilize and begin to decline, the ripple effect would be significant for every sector of the economy. 

Interest Rates

All eyes were on the Fed Wednesday when it announced it would raise rates by 0.75%, the largest rate increase in 
almost 30 years and above expectations. The committee also indicated that its new year-end target is 3.375% (up 
from 1.875% in March).  While far from official, the Fed’s new rate trajectory appears to be another 0.75% hike in 
July, 0.50% in September, and 0.25% in both November and December. Markets have already priced in these 
assumptions, meaning that less volatility in fixed income markets can reasonably be expected.

Jobs and the Consumer

May’s employment figures confirmed that the economy is continuing to grow, with nonfarm payrolls, civilian 
employment, and total hours worked all expanding. Average hourly earnings were also up 0.3%, but consumer 
prices increased 0.7% simultaneously, tempering some enthusiasm. Interestingly, total manufacturing jobs are still 
17,000 below their pre-COVID high, suggesting more room for growth. The latest figures indicate there are 
currently 11.4 million job openings, almost double the number of unemployed persons.  Historically, the U.S. 
economy has not entered a recession with employment numbers this strong. 

Consumer cash flow and balance sheets continue to look strong.  For example, the financial obligations ratio, 
which measures consumers’ after-tax incomes needed for debt obligations ended 2021 at an all-time low of 
14.0%. In addition, household net worth was more than eight times annual household after-tax income, the 
highest on record as well. Finally, Americans held $1.2 trillion in deposit accounts and currency before COVID and 
ended 2021 at $4.1 trillion. If anything, this data suggests the Fed’s massive injection of cash into the economy 
during COVID deserves much more of the blame for inflation than it currently receives.

Equities

The S&P 500 rose almost 7% in the last week of May, but fell 8% in the previous week on the heels of inflation 
headlines, creating a microcosm of the volatility investors have endured this year. Growth stocks have suffered 
the most, down 27% year-to-date compared to a 9% decline in value stocks.  This disparity in returns make 
growth stocks attractive, specifically those that are established and capable of outperforming their peers in a 
slowing economy.



S o m e  in fo r m atio n  i s  d e r ive d  f r o m  F ir s t  T r u s t  P o r tfo lio s , M o r n in g s tar , C h ar le s  S c h w ab , an d  V alu e  L in e . R e p r o d u c tio n  o r  d i s tr ib u tio n  o f  th i s  m ate r ial  i s  p r o h ib i te d an d  all  r i g h ts  ar e  r e s e r ve d .

As is always the case, earnings will continue to drive markets. Rising costs have squeezed corporate margins, but 
resilient consumer demand has helped corporations maintain earnings growth by increasing their revenues. 
Analysts estimate that earnings will continue to grow at mid-single digit rates or more over the next 12 to 24 
months. Given the Fed’s aggressive rate hike schedule, future developments in corporate earnings forecasts will 
be more important than ever for investors to monitor.

Closing Thoughts

With the future unknown and economic data remaining highly fluid, volatility is certain to linger. It is increasingly 
clear that equities markets have priced in the probability of future rate hike surprises and a possible recession, 
suggesting less potential downside from this point. And, with the two-year treasury hovering around 3.2% (150 
basis points above the current Fed fund rate), it appears bond markets have done so as well. If true, the worst of 
what has been a historically bleak stretch for bonds may be over.

An observation noted in a recent commentary, but bears repeating, is that in the 12 recessions since World War II, 
the S&P 500 index declined from peak to trough by a median of 24% (see chart below). From its peak of nearly 
4800 in January to its current level of 3750, a similar decline would result in a trough of 3650, which is less than 
1% from current levels.

Source: First Trust Advisors. Returns from 4/29/1942 – 4/29/2022.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

While the probability of no recession at all has somewhat diminished, an economic soft-landing, where inflation 
falls, GDP and employment weaken but remain positive, and rate hikes remain in line with expectations (i.e., 
already priced into markets) still appears the most likely outcome. A well-diversified portfolio and disciplined 
investment approach remain the best tactics available to weather the current storm.
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